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Intelligent Controls
For the ultimate in innovation, Somfy’s intelligent controls can operate your blinds,
curtains, awnings or roller shutters without you having to lift a finger. You can quickly
and simply make your home more comfortable and secure whilst at the same time
reducing energy consumption and your home’s carbon footprint.

Somfy also offers complete home control solutions ranging from the Telis Composio and Impresario 20 Channel
controllers through to the Animeo Solo and Compact systems. Whether you are seeking simplicity of control or
the ultimate in energy management there’s an intelligent Somfy solution for you.

RTS Remote Controls
Our remote controls have been designed with flair and come in a range of colours to suit every décor!
Telis remotes also come with a convenient and discreet wall mount, meaning you will always be able
to find your remote when you want it.
With a range of 200 metres in open space, or around 20 metres through two reinforced concrete walls,
you can operate your Somfy motor from anywhere in the home.
For your convenience, Somfy Telis remotes come with either 1 or 4 channels and for ultimate control the
Telis Composio and Impresario feature 20 channels and an easy to use LCD screen. There’s even a Telis Modulis
with its revolutionary scrolling thumbwheel to easily adjust the slats on your Venetian Blind.

Telis 1 Channel RTS
Able to control one motor or one group of motors together.
Available in Pure, Silver, Patio & Lounge.

Pure

Telis 4 Channel RTS
With 4 individual channels for one motor or group of motors,
Somfy Telis 4 Channel remotes have a 5th channel perfect for
using as a group channel for all your motors.
Available in Pure, Silver, Patio & Lounge.
Silver

Telis Soliris 1 Channel RTS
Telis Soliris is designed for use with Somfy Sunis and Soliris sun
sensors and enables the automatic sun functionality to be switched
off. It will control one motor or one group of motors together.
Available in Pure & Patio.
Patio

Telis Soliris 4 Channel RTS
Available in the weatherproof and shockproof Telis Patio, the Soliris
4 channel combines the features of a Telis 4 channel giving individual
and group control with the sun sensor control of a Telis Soliris.
Available in Patio only.
Patio

Telis Modulis 4 Channel RTS
With its revolutionary scrolling thumbwheel Telis Modulis makes
perfectly adjusting the blades of your Venetian blind so easy.
Available in Silver & Lounge.
Lounge & Silver

Telis Modulis Soliris RTS
Combining the revolutionary scrolling thumbwheel with sun sensor
functionality in a single channel remote control. Enables the use of a sun
sensor with an External Venetian Blind. Did you know that you can set your
blind to respond to the sun by stopping at the perfect tilt position every time!
Available in Silver & Lounge.

Silver

Telis Composio RTS
With its easy to read LCD display and intuitive control options Telis Composio
gives you control of up to 20 individual motors or groups of motors.
Composio also has Soliris functionality allowing control over sun sensors.
Available in Silver & Lounge.
Silver

Telis Impresario Chronis RTS
Impresario Chronis RTS enables you to programme up to 16 of your
favourite scenarios and recreate them at the time you want either
manually or automatically with its built-in Chronis timer.
Available in Silver & Lounge.
Silver

“MY” Favourite Position
Somfy RTS motors all feature a favourite position, allowing you to easily
stop your awnings, sunscreens and external venetian blinds in the same
position time after time. Setting your favourite position is easy and once
done simply press the ‘MY’ button on your Somfy remote control.

Sensors
Our sun sensors will extend your awning, or close your blinds, curtains, roller shutters or External Venetian Blinds
when the sun reaches a pre-set intensity. As soon as the sun disappears, the awning retracts and everything opens.
It’s automatic shade for your home!!
Somfy’s wind sensors protect the products that protect you! When the wind reaches a pre-determined strength,
the sensor will retract your awning or sunscreen to help protect it from damage.

Eolis 3D Wirefree RTS
With no wires to connect, this innovative sensor is compact and
unobtrusive. Reacting to the movement of the Awning’s front bar
the functionality of the Eolis 3D Wirefree RTS has been extensively
laboratory and wind tunnel tested.

Sunis Wirefree RTS
Using an inbuilt solar cell the Sunis Wirefree RTS is installed without
any wiring. Teamed with a Telis Soliris remote control it gives you
total control over the sun.

Eolis and Soliris Sensors
Somfy’s range of sensors includes the Eolis wind and Soliris sun & wind
sensors. Both are available in a Wired Technology or RTS solution and are
ideally suited to sunscreens and external venetian blinds.

Wall Mounted Controls
Somfy’s wall mounted controls combine functionality with style. They allow individual control of a blind, curtain, awning
or roller shutter or several applications at once as a master switch.
Wall switches are available hardwired or, for complete ease of installation using Somfy’s innovative wirefree RTS technology.

Situo RTS
Do you want the convenience of a wall switch without wiring?
Situo RTS will control one motor or one group of motors.

Centralis RTS
Centralis RTS is a single channel wireless wall switch designed
in the classic Inteo style.

Chronis RTS
Chronis RTS is a single channel timer. Programme different opening and
closing times for different days of the week. Chronis RTS is ideally used
as a master control in combination with a Somfy Telis remote control.

Also available in Wired Technology versions.

Warranty
Somfy Products are synonymous with innovation,
N10526

excellent quality, safety and durability. Each product is
extensively tested to ensure it conforms with national and
international standards before it leaves the factory. All Somfy
motors, controls and sensors carry a 5 year warranty.

Electromagnetic
Compatibility
Certification

